
Lavon Affair and Other Attacks on America 

By Michael Treis 

What is the only government in the Middle East that has made attacks against the United 

States of America? Israel. Israel has attacked and blown up American targets both civilian & 

military and has maimed and murdered many Americans. Most Americans have no idea of these 

attacks because Zionist controlled mass media refuses to tell the people. 

 The first attack occurred in the 1950’s and was known as the Lavon affair. Israel sent 

terrorists to bomb American movie theaters and libraries in Egypt. In an unusual twist of fate one 

of the bombs didn’t go off, it allowed the capture of the entire terrorist group. This act was far 

worse than a single attack on an American target, it was meant as a false flag operation to start a 

war against a friendly nation Egypt; a war that would have cost billions of taxpayer dollars and 

thousands of American lives. Was a retaliatory strike ordered by the US President? No we just 

shipped more funds to help keep Israel afloat and more bombs to commit more terrorist acts 

with.  

 In more recent years Israel held award ceremonies to honor the terrorists that carried out 

the Lavon affair. In fact the Israeli President Moshe Katzav himself awarded medals of Honor to 

Moshe Dayan  & Meir Max Bineth  and others that bombed 

American installations and called them “heroes.” Not one person in mainstream mass media 

condemned Israel awarding such honors to terrorists that attacked and bombed American 

interests.  

 

June 8th1967 Israeli Mirage fighters dropped napalm and strafed the USS Liberty. Israeli 

torpedo boats fired on the USS Liberty for over 3 hours also strafing escape boats. Rear Admiral 



Geist commanding the carriers in the 6
th

 fleet sent planes to aid the USS Liberty but, US Defense 

Secretary Robert McNamara ordered him to recall planes. Admr. Geist said he would have to 

have confirmation from the president to do that and President Lyndon B. Johnson got on the 

radio Admr. Thomas Moore, head JAG Officer captain Ward Boston Jr. JAGC USN Ret. (who 

was ordered to falsify the report) and Commander William McGonagle of the USS Liberty said 

LBJ stated over the radio “I want that g..damn ship going to the bottom”  recalling all the planes. 

All this was in an effort to blame the attack on Egypt so as to start a war with them. Fortunately a 

Russian trawler (KGB) arrived on the scene providing too many witnesses and the attack was 

called off by Israel. The killing of 34 and wounding of 171 Americans, no charges OR 

APOLOGIES, have ever been made or given. President Lyndon Johnson privately decorated 

some survivors quietly and out of site of the media. This support for Israel’s cruel and vicious 

attack on an American ship, for over three hour, by our President, was only the tip of the iceberg. 

 Did that make the President respond to another vicious attack with a retaliatory strike on 

Tel a Vive or order sanctions? No we still sent tens of tens of billions of taxpayers’ dollars and 

more bombs for them to pitch our way. 

 The most damaging spy case in the history of America was the Jonathan Pollard Israeli 

spy case.  This case caused the torture & deaths 

of 100’s of American agents in Eastern Europe.  

Truly the only enemies in the Middle East are ones we made by betraying them and by 

supporting the terrorist state of Israel; which has brutalized the Palestinians and other people in 

the Middle East for over 50 years. 

 It is NOT in the best interests of America to support the terrorist state of Israel and turn 

our backs on the Arabs, former great allies in the Middle East prior to WWII. Allies that can so 

readily supply energy needs we would be hard pressed to throw away, and for what? 

Zionism is not just a threat to the Palestinians, the Lebanese, the Syrians, the Iranians, it 

is a threat to the very American way of life and we the people.  Kind of strange, that most 

Americans haven’t a clue about Israeli attacks on America; it just shows who controls America’s 

mass media. Israel is NOT a friend of the United States or of our Christian heritage either. 



As a minister and watchman I take my job very seriously and would never lie about such 

things because I don’t want people’s blood on my hands for not warning them. Now for the real 

big one, 9-11, yes this too was An Israeli false flag operation. I can prove it! There were four 

samples of dust from four separate locations sent to Professor Steven Jones PhD. who was then 

head of Brigham Young University’s physics & astronomy departments. Professor Jones was 

able to analyze them using their electron microscope and other methods to identify both 

unexploded Thermate as well as the residue from that which had exploded. Thermate is a 

military version of Thermite and the patent is held by the US Department of Defense and uses 

nano-aluminum at a cost of $1500 a pound. Its particulate matter will range from 10-100 nano-

meters 1000 times as small as a human hair. Aluminum used in common explosives costs 

between 9-15 dollars a pound depending where it is obtained and the quantity purchased. There 

are only three places in the world to obtain it; a company in Florida, one in France and the third 

in Israel.     

 

Fig. (1). Map showing collection locations of dust samples analyzed in this study with 

respect to the location of the WTC complex (marked area near location 1). 1: MacKinlay (113 

Cedar St./110 Liberty St); 2: Delessio/Breidenbach (Brooklyn Bridge); 3: Intermont (16 Hudson 

St); 4: White (1 Hudson St). (Base map courtesy of http://www.openstreetmap.org; copyright 

terms at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/). 

There was a good chain of evidence maintained on the samples sent to Dr. Jones



.  

(Fig 1) Photomicrographs of red/gray chips 

from samples 1-4 of the WTC dust involved 

in this study, shown in (a)-(d) respectively. 

The inset in (d) shows the chip edge on, 

which reveals the gray layer. The red/gray 

chips are mounted on an aluminum pedestal, 

using a carbon conductive tab, for viewing 

in the scanning electron microscope (SEM).

  

 

 

(Fig 2) Spheres formed during 

ignition of red/gray chip in DSC, with 

corresponding typical XEDS spectrum 

(although spheres with predominately iron 

and some oxygen are also seen in the post-

ignition residue). 

 

 

 

 

 

I would like to add the corroboration by R J 

Lee Company on WTC dust from Deutsche 

Bank December 2003 “Various metals 

(most notably iron and lead) were melted 

during the WTC event, producing spherical 

metallic particles. Exposure of phase to high 

heat results in the formation of spherical 

particles due to surface tension…)phase to 

high heat results in the formation of 

spherical particles due to surface 

tension…) 

 

 



(Fig. 3) Shows both inactivated Thermate 

and activated Thermate with an iron sphere.  

 

 

 

 



 

Efraim Halevy was head of Mossad from 1998-2002 and now works for 

Michael Federmann,  owner of Federmann Enterprises the largest shareholder of 

the Israeli defense company Elbit, which has numerous subsidiaries and does an amazing amount 

of business with the U.S. military and government and developed the gel-sol form of Thermate 

that was found in the dust of 9-11.   

Shimon Peres best friend, Arnon Milchan, is the owner of one of Israel's largest chemical 

companies.  Obtaining nano-size iron oxide and aluminum to create super-Thermite is no 

problem for an old weapons smuggler like Milchan, who smuggled nuclear triggers to Israel in 

the 1980s.  

 

Columns cut by Thermate like the one above photographed on Sept. 12
th

 2001 were 

found sticking up all over Ground Zero. I have documented absolutely that all three buildings 

were brought down by a controlled demolition on 9-11 in my book 9-11 Tragedy and Treason. 

Until President George W. Bush appointed him Undersecretary of Defense and 

Comptroller of the Pentagon, Rabbi Dov Zakheim was Chief Executive Officer of the System 

Planning Corporation's International Division. He co-authored an article entitled "Rebuilding 



America's Defenses: Strategy, Forces and Resources for a New Century" which was 

published by The Project for a New American Century in September 2000, a year before 

9/11. On page 51, it is stated that "the process of transformation, even if it brings revolutionary 

change, is likely to be a long one, absent some catastrophic and catalyzing event - like a new 

Pearl Harbor"! 

System Planning Corporation’s main claim to fame is the Flight Termination System 

(FTS), which allows the takeover of an aircraft prior to flight or in flight. It allows the 

remote control of up to eight planes by one controller and was in place two years BEFORE 

911. 

Yes the Israeli Mossad was involved in the events of September 11
th

, 2001 up to their 

eyebrows. Bush surrounded himself with Neo-conservative Zionists that held dual citizenship 

with Israel such as Paul Wolfowitz, Richard Perle, Bernard Lewis and William Kristo and Dov 

Zakheim, also Sen. Charles Schumer, Rep. Cantor  and of Course Rep. Barney Franks. Likewise 

Pres. Obama Soetoro Chief of Staff Rahm Emanuel former Israeli Defense Force. All working 

together for a “War on Terror” for the destruction of the Arab and Muslim countries for the 

formation of the “Great State of Israel” as planned in 1950 where there is no Iraq there is no Iran, 

there is no Syria, no Palestine etc. just Israel. The Zionist that control Israel are using the US 

military as its police force to destroy its enemies and bring US into a “New World Order” with 

them in command. 

If we don’t wake up and get these Neo-conservatives Zionists that hold dual citizenship with 

Israel out of our state department, cabinet, Congress and Senate we are doomed from ever being 

a free Republic again. Much of this we have brought on ourselves by not following God’s laws. 

The Almighty has a way of chastising His people for not following His will. We are doomed to a 

one world government with them in control; it’s here now breaking down the doors. 

There is but one hope: 

“2Ch 7:14 If my people, who are called by my name, shall humble themselves, and pray, 

and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and will 

forgive their sin, and will heal their land. 

I pray all will come to repentance and except Yahshua Messiah most know as Jesus Christ. 

Choose well whom you will serve!  

Michael Treis 
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